Message from The Revcoms

Taken from "A Declaration, A Call to Get Organized NOW for a Real Revolution"

The military of this
country is not
carrying out an
“honorable service”—
and it is not some
“bad ass” force that
people should respect.
It does the same thing
around the world that the
police are doing here:
Cowardly killing and
terrorizing people for the
biggest oppressors in the
world, the rulers of the
U.S.A
And it is a major cause of the destruction of the environment.

Let's get down to basics:
We need a revolution.

Anything less than this revolution will
completely fail to deal with the root of all of
the problems or lead to the actual solution
Revcom.us . Youtube.com/TheRevcoms .
@RevClub_LA . more info on how to join

Everyone who has the heart to fight for something
that is really worth fighting for:

YOU need to be part of
THIS revolution
This revolution is not just “a good
idea”—it is actually possible.
Is this for real? Are we serious
about this, and can we back it up?

YES.

The REVCOM recruiters
are at your school
today to recruit
Find us on
campus in the
YOU for REAL
BA Speaks:
Revolutionrevolution
Nothing Less
t-shirts

"We have two choices: either live
with all this- and condemn future
generations to the same, or worse,
if they have a future at all- or,
MAKE REVOLUTION!"
-Bob Avakian,
revolutionary leader,
author of The New Communism

Come to join.
Come with your questions.
Come to find out.
Scan here to read

"A Declaration,
A Call to Get
Organized
NOW For
a Real
Revolution"

Revolution Club Los Angeles: (323) 671-9839 Follow @Revclub_LA & @TheRevcoms
DONATE: Cashapp $revtour Venmo @RevolutionTour Paypal via revcom.us
Every Thursday Watch a New Episode of
"The RNL Revolution Nothing Less Show": YouTube.com/TheRevcoms

